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other with the aim being to play all of their cards. 
Turn taking is free, with any student being able to 
contribute if they have an appropriate card that 
continues the conversation naturally. The student 
who plays all their cards is the winner.

 

Conclusion
This activity worked well and created a fun collab-
orative environment. It allowed for peer-to-peer 

correction and for the stronger members in a group 
to become caretakers to the weaker ones. The peer 
support in the first conversation allowed the weaker 
students to gain confidence, especially when it came 
to the second conversation where students compet-
ed against each other. Most importantly, it encour-
aged the students to produce the language studied 
in class which allowed the teacher to confirm if they 
could use the language appropriately and if not, 
note areas for correction. 

[RESOURCES]  TLT WIRED
Paul Raine
In this column, we explore the issue of teachers and technology—not just as it relates to CALL solutions, but 
also to Internet, software, and hardware concerns that all teachers face. We invite readers to submit articles on 
their areas of interest. Please contact the editor before submitting.
Email: tlt-wired@jalt-publications.org  
Web: http://jalt-publications.org/tlt/departments/tlt-wired

Using Technology to Bring 
Diversity into the EFL 
Classroom
Edo Forsythe
Hirosaki Gakuin University

The theme of the JALT2018 International Con-
ference was Diversity and Inclusion. In keeping 
with that theme, the CALL SIG Forum focused 

on how the SIG can improve and enable diversity and 
inclusion in the SIG and language classrooms. The 
author joined five other CALL SIG members in doing 
presentations related to the theme, and the article 
below captures the information presented regarding 
how to use mobile technology to bring diversity into 
the EFL language classroom. Three topics will be dis-
cussed, including accessing world Englishes, teaching 
with diverse content, and finally, the author’s person-
al experiences in bringing diversity into his lessons. 

Accessing World Englishes
English is a now the language of the world, but 
often in Japan, English is equated to the American 
Standard Dialect (Kubota, 1998). However, English 
is spoken in many other countries as either a pri-
mary or secondary language: Afghanistan, Austra-
lia, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cameroon, Canada, the 

Caribbean islands, China, Egypt, England, Gambia, 
Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, 
Ireland, Israel, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Laos, Malawi, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, New Zealand, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Rus-
sia, Scotland, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, 
Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Uganda, 
Vietnam, Zambia, Zimbabwe, to name but a few. It 
is highly probable that Japanese people will work 
with or interact with foreigners speaking English, 
but not the American Standard Dialect. Therefore, 
it is important for EFL classes in Japan to make 
students aware of and exposed to the accents and 
dialects of English used in other countries. There 
are a variety of technological resources available to 
enable EFL teachers to do this. 

Speech Accent Archive
The first resource is the Speech Accent Archive cre-
ated by Steven Weinberger at George Mason Uni-
versity at <http://accent.gmu.edu>. This website’s 
homepage explains the site as follows: 

The speech accent archive uniformly presents a 
large set of speech samples from a variety of lan-
guage backgrounds. Native and non-native speak-
ers of English read the same paragraph and are 
carefully transcribed. The archive is used by people 
who wish to compare and analyze the accents of 
different English speakers. (Weinberger, 2015, n.p.)

The Speech Accent Archive can be used to allow 
language learners to listen to an audio clip of a 
person reading the text displayed (Figure 1). Each 
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language artifact provides the demographic infor-
mation of the speaker, the text being read, as well as 
the phonetic transcription of the speech so that stu-
dents of linguistics can see the dialects reflected in 
textual format. Then, students can compare dialec-
tical differences and discuss the aspects of the En-
glish that they heard, such as different emphasizing 
of syllables, variances in intonations, and the effects 
of the speakers’ first language (L1) on their speaking 
of English as a Second Language (ESL). The author 
uses this website in a lesson which has students in 
groups listen to different regional Englishes and 
then discuss what variances they noticed. 

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Speech Accent Archive 
artefact from Madrid, Spain (Weinberger, 2015).

International Dialects of English Archive
The International Dialects of English Archive 
(IDEA) website, <http://dialectsarchive.com>, is the 
Internet’s first archive of primary-source recordings 
of English-language dialects and accents as heard 
around the world. With roughly 1,400 samples 
from 120 countries and territories and more than 
170 hours of recordings, IDEA is now the largest 
archive of its kind. IDEA’s recordings are principally 
in English, are of native speakers, and include both 
English-language dialects and English spoken in 
the accents of other languages. (Many include brief 
demonstrations of the speaker’s native language, 
too.) (IDEA, 2019, n.p.)

The vast collection of linguistic artifacts in IDEA 
can be used in the language classroom to expose 
students to various dialects and accents of spoken 
English, just as with the Speech Accent Archive. 
IDEA also has a section that allows students to try 
to understand what is being said in various accents 
on their Test Your Comprehension page <http://
dialectsarchive.com/test-your-english-compre-
hension>. This page has audio clips of a variety of 
English accents and the user must try to understand 

what is being said. A transcript is provided to allow 
users to check their accuracy. For an even greater 
challenge, the website offers a Test Your Ear activity 
<http://dialectsarchive.com/test-your-ear> which 
tests whether the listener can identify the region or 
country of the speaker in the audio clip provided. 
The activities on this site can be used in a variety of 
tasks inside or outside the classroom.

Accents of English from Around the World
A third website that can be used by students to 
explore the accents of world Englishes is Accents of 
English from Around the World <http://lel.ed.ac.uk/
research/gsound/Eng/Database/Phonetics/English-
es/Home/HomeMainFrameHolder.htm>. This site 
offers a phonetic comparison of a sampling of 110 
different words spoken in a variety of dialects from 
English-speaking and other Germanic-language 
countries around the world. This site can be used in 
the classroom to allow students to compare various 
dialects and how specific words are pronounced 
differently in different countries. Furthermore, 
instructors could use the resources on this website 
to create activities that challenge students’ under-
standing of cultural accents and dialects of world 
Englishes.

Diversifying Classroom Content
In addition to exposing learners to the varieties 
of English accents, dialects, and pronunciations, 
mobile devices can be used to diversify the content 
provided in the language classroom. When present-
ing information about foreign cultures, teachers 
can have students use their mobile devices to look 
up and compare information about the topic being 
discussed. For example, when discussing holidays in 
one country, such as Halloween in America, groups 
of students can also use their mobile devices to re-
search information about Halloween in other coun-
tries and then present their findings to the class. 

An example of my own experiences with having 
my students use their mobile devices to diversify 
their learning is from the World News and Culture 
course that I teach. The course includes a review 
and discussion of a current topic in the news of 
the world, including relevant vocabulary and some 
background information. The students watch a vid-
eo about the topic on their smartphones, and then 
we discuss the topic as a class. In order to diversify 
the perspectives that the students are exposed to, 
they are given links to similar reports on the topic 
from a variety of different resources. For example, 
in discussing the topic of a summit of the Asian 
Pacific Economic Council (APEC) ending without 
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a formal statement, different news organizations 
reported on it with different viewpoints: RT News 
reported the APEC Summit as a failure as leaders 
cancel joint statement amid a US-China spat, while 
the BBC stated that the APEC summit ended with-
out a statement over a US-China division, and Al 
Jazeera wrote that APEC leaders were divided after 
a US-China spat. Fox News had no mention of the 
lack of a statement, only mentioning that Vice Pres-
ident Pence and China’s Xi traded tough talk at the 
Pacific summit, while the Japan Times stated that 
PM Abe failed to bridge the U.S.-China divide at 
APEC summit.  The varied points of view expressed 
by these different news sources served as an inter-
esting topic of discussion regarding the language 
used and the perspectives presented. The students 
also considered and discussed why each outlet 
might have a particular point of view. Allowing the 
students to interact with a variety of materials using 
their smartphones in the classroom deepened their 
understanding of cultural differences in current 
world events. In addition to these news outlets, oth-
er resources I have used in my lessons for students 
to access culturally diverse content include websites 
that host photos of daily life around the world, such 
as the Peace Gallery <http://peacegallery.org>, Goo-
gle images, YouTube, and Reuters Pictures. Teachers 
can create activities in which students use these 
resources to compare and contrast different topics 
across cultures.

Conclusion
Because smartphones and similar mobile devices 
are prolific in Japan, language teachers can take ad-
vantage of students having them to bring diversity 
in language and content into the language class-
room. The three sites discussed at the beginning 
of this article, the Speech Accent Archive, Interna-
tional Dialects of English Archive, and Accents of 
English from Around the World, provide resources 
for students to compare the differences in dia-
lects, pronunciations, and accents among English 
speakers of various countries. Language learners 
can use their mobile devices to access and compare 
the linguistic variances and deepen their under-
standing of the language. Additionally, teachers can 
have students access a variety of resources via their 
mobile devices to explore cultural and perspective 
differences of classroom topics. Thanks to Inter-
net access and mobile technology, students are no 
longer limited to the culture and experience of their 
teachers. Mobile devices can bring the world into 
the language classrooms of today. 

Useful Link
<https://www.thetechedvocate.org/9-apps-teaching-

global-cultural-awareness-sensitivity>
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Outgoing Editor’s Note: My first TLT Wired column 
was published six years ago when I took over the col-
umn editorship from Ted O’Neil. Since then, dozens of 
JALT members have shared their experience with using 
technology in language learning and teaching with our 
readers through the Wired column. It has been an honor 
and a privilege to work with those authors. I’ve learned 
a great deal over the years and have adopted many of 
the tips and tools mentioned in this column for my own 
lessons. I want to thank all of the editors, copyeditors, 
proofreaders, and especially Malcolm Swanson, for their 
patience, assistance, and support throughout my tenure 
as the Wired column editor. I leave the column in the 
very capable hands of a longtime colleague, Paul Raine, 
who will take the Wired column into the ever-evolving 
future of educational technology. I want to thank him for 
volunteering to take over the column, and I wish him the 
very best in his editorship! CALL will remain at the core 
of my language teaching and I am thrilled to have all of 
the Wired column readers alongside of me as we keep 
our lessons forever Wired! – Edo Forsythe

2020 Winter Language Teaching Conference
Getting Creative: Avenues for Successful 

Practices in EFL
• JALT Hokkaido
• Brain SIG
• PIE (Performance in Education) SIG
• Critical Thinking (CT) SIG

February 1–2 - 9:30~16:00  
(Doors open at 8:45 - Conference Greeting at 9:15)

Hokusei Gakuen University—Sapporo  
2 Chome-3-1 Oyachinishi, Atsubetsu-ku

Sapporo, Hokkaido 004-8631 (8 minutes on foot from the 
Oyachi Subway Station)

• Full conference (2 days): ¥3000  
(¥2000 if pre-registered)

• One day: ¥2000 (¥1000 if pre-registered)
• JALT/JALT Hokkaido members: Free


